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MP1448 Space schedules are one of the most underused tools in the AutoCAD Revit MEP software 

arsenal. This class will give you the tools to go beyond how you are using Revit for your design. In this 
class we will explore the diverse possibilities of Revit MEP space schedules for verifying and validating 
your design in a straightforward and easily understood format. We will focus on using space schedules to 
verify LEED® points, compare design calculations to actual modeled conditions, create and use 
calculated values, resolve improper units, and implement conditional cell formatting for quick design 
condition verification. We will also cover the ability to reference space information in other schedule 
categories, as well as embedding schedules from other categories into space schedules. Stop fighting the 
software and start harnessing the information in your model to help validate your design and verify that 
your design intent is actually making it onto the documentation. 

Learning Objectives 
At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Use the power of space schedules to aid in your design 

 Verify that your design intent is being conveyed to the construction documents 

 Calculate and validate LEED points 

 Create and utilize calculated values 

 

About the Speaker 

Gabe Cottam started his Autodesk career in 1997 with AutoCAD release 12. Over the past 

fifteen years, he has worked in MEP and Structural engineering firms as a CAD Operator, 

Designer, CAD Manager, BIM Manager, and Production Manager. He is currently working as a 

Sr. AEC Application Engineer and ATC instructor for ProSoft, an Autodesk Gold Partner. Gabe 

has written for AUGIWorld magazine, presented at the Revit Technology Conference, and has 

presented and moderated many discussions at local Revit users’ group meetings. Gabe is an 

Autodesk Certified Instructor (ACI) and he also teaches Revit MEP, Revit Architecture, Revit 

Structure, Revit Family Creation, and AutoCAD at Salt Lake Community College. You can 

contact Gabe at:  gcottam@prosoftnet.com 
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Using the Power of Space Schedules to Aid in Your Design (Some Background) 
This section contains background information on the various scheduling tools that will be used during the 

class.   

In my conversations with Revit MEP users, I have found that schedules are one of the last things that 

they try and bring into Revit.  This leaves many users that would otherwise be considered advanced with 

a significant lack of understanding regarding the scheduling tools.   

This section is geared toward those “advanced” users.  As such, some information may seem too 

fundamental to you.   

Calculated Values 
Math is FUN!!  If you are already a math wizard, you can probably skip this section.  For the rest of us, 

these are the basics of using the “Calculated Value” tool.   

 

**From the 2013 online Help** 

 

If that answers all your questions – skip ahead.  For the rest of us, read on.  Calculated values let us 

preform mathematical functions using one or more of the scheduled fields.  Such as adding two columns 

together, or multiplying one column by a number (i.e. safety factor), etc.   

It may not be obvious, but you have to actually include that field in your schedule in order to access it in a 

calculated value.  You can, of course, hide the field if you do not need to see it, but it must be included in 

the scheduled fields in order for it to be used in a calculated value. 
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The proper syntax for functions used in formulas include basic mathematics: 

 Addition   + 

 Subtraction   - 

 Multiplication  * 

 Division  / 

You can also do higher level and Trigonometric functions: 

 Exponentiation ^  (x^y, x raised to the power of y) 

 Logarithm log 

 Square root sqrt(#) 

 Sine sin 

 Cosine cos 

 Tangent tan 

 Arcsine asin 

 Arccosine acos 

 Arctangent atan 

 e raised to an x power exp 

 Absolute Value abs 

 PI to 8 decimal places pi() 

You can use the round function: 

 round(x) Rounds to the nearest whole number. It does not take into consideration rounding 

direction. 

o round(3.1) = 3 

o round(3.5) = 4 

o round(-3.7) = -4 

 roundup(x) Rounds to the next largest integral value.  

o roundup(3.1) = 4 

o roundup(-3.7) = -3 

 rounddown(x) Rounds to the next smallest integral value.  

o rounddown(3.7) = 3 

o rounddown(-3.7) = -4 

And if that’s not enough, you can even use conditional statements in your calculated values: 

 IF (<condition>, <result-if-true>, <result-if-false>) 

 Simple IF 

o IF (Length < 3000mm, 200mm, 300mm) 

 IF with a text parameter 

o IF (Length > 35', “String1”, “String2”) 

 IF with logical AND 

o IF ( AND (x = 1 , y = 2), 8 , 3 ) 

 IF with logical OR 

o IF ( OR ( A = 1 , B = 3 ) , 8 , 3 ) 

 Embedded IF statements 

IF ( Length < 35' , 2' 6" , IF ( Length < 45' , 3' , IF ( Length < 55' , 5' , 8' ) ) ) 
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Inconsistent Units 
One of the most frustrating things new users encounter as they try to advance their schedule skills with 

“Calculated Values”, occurs whist trying to create a parameter for basic math function.  Everything seems 

fine until you hit “OK” and BAM! you get hit With the “Inconsistent Units” error. 

 

**Inconsistent Units Error** 

What is that all about?  Well – it’s about the Units, obviously.  Revit is very particular about units in it 

math.  You cannot take an “Area” parameter (ft2) and divide it by a “Length” parameter (ft) and output 

another “Area” parameter.  Since Area/Length actually equals Length (ft2/ft = ft).  Since the “type” of 

parameter we choose determines the units for that parameter, we need to be very careful about which 

parameter “types” we are using with our calculations. 
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Cancelling Units 
Knowing how Revit handles these units, you can use this to your advantage to obtain a unit free number 

by simply dividing a unit bearing parameter by 1(unit) to get a plain number.   

For example: 36sf/1sf = 36.  Just a plain 36 with no units attached to it. 

 

**Example of cancelling the units from the Area parameter** 

 In this scenario, we created a new parameter for this unit-less area, but that is not necessary.  You can 

cancel (or add) units right within another formula. 

For example (((Area/1sf)*Ventilation Rate)*1cfm) would take your area parameter and convert it to a plain 

number and multiply it by another plain number parameter that represents the ventilation rate and finally 

add CFM units turning it into a Flow parameter. 
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Key Schedules 
Schedules can comprise multiple instances that share common characteristics. For example, a space 

schedule might have 100 spaces that each has the same space type, construction type, and number of 

people. Rather than enter all this information manually for all 100 spaces in the schedule, you can define 

keys that automatically fill in this information.  

Key schedules must be created of the same category as the schedule you want to reference them in.  In 

other words, you cannot reference a key schedule from the “Room” category into a “Space” schedule.  

The key schedule will allow you to choose “some”, but not all of the parameters from the category.  

Additional custom parameters can also be created with the “Add Parameter” tool.   

One parameter comes automatically with the key schedule.   The “Key Name” parameter should be left 

alone.  It will trigger the application of all of the other parameters back in the host schedule.  That is, you 

will choose a value for the “Key Name” and Revit will automatically apply all of the associated parameters.   

For example, create a “Space Key Schedule”. 

1. Enter a “Key Name” that you will reference when you get to the space schedule. 

 
2. Leave the “Key Name” parameter in the scheduled fields.  

a.  Add the “Space Type”, “Construction Type” and “Number of People” parameters. 

3. Add a few rows to the schedule. 

 

** Click the “New” button in the ribbon to add rows to your key schedule** 
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4. Populate this key schedule with some values. 

a. Anything will do for this example. 

5. Create a “Space” schedule. 

6. Add a few fields (maybe “Name” and “Number”) 

7. Add the “Key Name” field as well as the “Space Type”, “Construction Type” and “Number of 

People” fields. 

a. This is the point where new users often get lost.  The “Key Name” parameter from our 

“Key Schedule” shows up here as the name you entered in step #1 (“Space Style” in this 

example).  Same information – different name.  

 

**From the Key Schedule** 

 

 

**From the Space Schedule** 

8. Now, from your newly created “Space Schedule” try changing the value in the “Space Style” 

column and see how it automatically updates the other fields that you defined in your key 

schedule. 
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Itemize Every Instance 
You can make adjustments to many similar items at one time with a few quick modifications to your 

schedule properties.  First, filter the schedule by which ever field is common to the elements that are 

being adjusted.  And simply deselect the “Itemize Every Instance” box on the “Sorting and Grouping” tab.   

(For example, if you want to adjust all of your spaces that share the name “Corridor”, just filter your 

schedule by that field, and uncheck “Itemize Every Instance”) 

You now have a single row in your schedule that represents all of the spaces in your project that are 

named “Corridor”.  You will notice that some of the cells have gone blank.  This does not mean that all of 

the spaces have no value defined for that parameter.  It only means that the spaces do not have the 

SAME value defined for that parameter.  But you can make them all the same now with a single 

adjustment. 

 

**A single schedule row representing all of the spaces named “Corridor”** 

 

You could then set the “Space Style” just once and have it automatically update the “Space Type”, 

“Construction Type” and “Number of People” parameters for all of your “Corridor” spaces in one quick 

step. 

Just remember that blank cells do not mean undefined parameters, they only mean inconsistent 

parameters.  So, if you update those blank parameters, they WILL populate across every instance 

represented in that schedule. 
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Embedded Schedules 
An embedded schedule allows you to input information from other categories into your space schedule.  

Think of it as a “nested” schedule.  You could, for example, include data from the Air Terminal category or 

the mechanical equipment category right in your Space Schedule.  (It should be noted that embedded 

schedules are only allowed in certain schedule categories.) 

This is done from the “Embedded Schedule” tab of the “Schedule Properties” dialog box.  This will show 

you all of the categories that you are allowed to embed.  Once you’ve selected the category you want to 

embed data from, click the “Embedded Schedule Properties” button in the lower left corner to define what 

you want to include.  The options you find in the “Embedded Schedule Properties” dialog box will look 

exactly like the regular “Schedule Properties” dialog box. 

 

**Accessing the Embedded Schedule Properties** 
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Referencing Space Data in Other Schedules 
Space data can also be included in other schedules.  If, for instance, you wanted your air terminal 

schedule to list which space each air terminal was placed in, you can do that.  From the bottom left corner 

of the “Fields” tab there is an oft overlooked tool under the heading “Select Available Fields From:” that 

allows you choose from a whole bunch of space properties to pull into your other schedules. 

 **Adding Space Data into Other Schedule** 
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Field Format 
You can change the units of a given field (or column) in your schedule to be different from the project 

settings. 

If, for example, you have a number parameter that is rounding to six decimal places and you’d rather 

show only one.  But you don’t want to override all such parameter rounding in the entire project.  You can 

do that from the “Schedule Properties” dialog box. 

1. From the Formatting Tab, select the “Field” you’d like to adjust, and click the “Field Format” 

button. 

2. Deselect “Use default settings” and adjust the rounding as desired. 

 

**Adjusting the Field Format** 
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Likewise, if you have a unit bearing parameter that you would rather not have showing the units in every 

single cell; you can turn off the “Unit Symbol” with the Field Format tool as well.  The units are often 

described in the column header, or are implied and not needed on every row.  

(Note: this will not cancel the units, only remove the unit symbol.  You will still have to account for the 

units in any calculations you perform.) 

1. From the Formatting Tab, select the “Field” you’d like to adjust, and click the “Field Format” 

button. 

2. Deselect “Use project settings” and set the “unit symbol” to none. 

 

**Removing the Unit Symbol** 
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Conditional Cell Format 
You can use conditional formatting in schedules to visually highlight cells that meet given test conditions.  

This highlight applies only to the schedule view, and will not affect how the schedule displays or prints on 

the actual sheet.  For example, we have created a new “Calculated Value” parameter called “Airflow 

Delta” with the formula:  

(“Actual Supply Airflow” – “Calculated Supply Airflow”).   

This will tell us if we have modeled an adequate amount of airflow through our terminals in each space.  

We can enhance this tool further with “Conditional cell formatting” to highlight a garish red color whenever 

this airflow delta is negative. 

 

**Applying a conditional cell format** 

 

1.  From the “Formatting” tab, select the field and click the “Conditional Format” button 

2. From here you can define the color you want to see and the condition you want to test. 

3. You can even test for a parameter in a different field than you are applying to formatting. (For 

example, highlighting the Space Name based on this same test.) 
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Calculate Totals 
You can calculate subtotals for a column by each sub-grouping from the Formatting tab.  Select the Field 

you want to total and check the box next to “Calculate Totals”.   

This setting is available only for fields that can be totaled, such as numbers.  

 

**Calculate Totals Option** 

This value will only appear if you check the “Grand Totals” option on the Sorting/Grouping tab.  If you 

clear the Grand Totals option, no totals display. 

 

 **Grand Totals Deselected** 
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One Or Many? 
You might think it would be beneficial to take all of the information that you will ever need to access from 

your spaces and compile it within one massive monster schedule.  I would advise against this.  It will 

quickly become much too large and unwieldy.  Unless you have two 30” monitors, you wouldn’t be able to 

see all of your columns at once anyway. 

Break the schedules up.  You can create as many space schedules as you need.  And because we’re 

talking about an intelligent model – the data is all stored in the spaces themselves anyhow.  So, you can 

modify the data in one place and update all of your schedules at once. 

Also, schedule views can be “Duplicated” just like model views. 

1. From the Project Browser, Right-Click your schedule. 

2. Chose “Duplicate View”, and “Duplicate”. 

 

**Duplicate a Schedule View** 

This will give you an exact copy of your schedule.  Modify the schedule properties as needed without 

having to recreate all the effort of the original schedule. 
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Bringing It All Together 
Let’s take what we’ve learned and apply it in a few specific cases. 

Case #1 LEED EQ Credit 2 

Here we will create a space schedule to calculate the amount of Outside Air required to meet the 

LEED guidelines. 

Case #2 LEED EQ Credit 6.2 

Here we will create a space schedule to calculate the percentage of individual comfort controls 

per space 

Case #3 Design Verification  

Here we will create a space schedule that compares the amount of CFM we have calculated the 

space to need with the amount of CFM we have actually modeled in that space. 
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Case #1 - LEED EQ Credit 2 
Let’s say you want to track outdoor air ventilation requirements to verify compliance with LEED EQ Credit 

2, which requires an increase in OA ventilation rates to all occupied spaces by at least 30% above the 

minimum rates required by ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2004. 

You could set up a space schedule to calculate total occupancy per space and multiply that by the 

ASHRAE OA rates to get our total OA required for the LEED credit.  We could further group the spaces 

by zones so that we can get an exact OA value per zone. 

The “Number of People” parameter will give you the occupancy of the space.  You will need to create a 

new “Flow” parameter for the “ASHRAE OA Rates”.  (These rates could be applied to the spaces through 

a “Key Schedule” using the method discussed previously of filtering and deselecting the “Itemize Every 

Instance” box.) 

Add another calculated value for “OA Flow” which would be: 

(Number of People * ASHRAE OA Rates) 

You may want to round the number of people up to a whole number before you multiply by the OA rates.  

In which case it would be:  

((roundup(Number of People)) * ASHRAE OA Rates) 

This will give you the total CFM required by ASHRAE for each space.  Add the “Zone” field to the 

schedule and group by Zone with “Calculate Totals” applied to the OA Flow column for a total ASHRAE 

required CFM by zone.  Then simply add 30% for your LEED required OA rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

**LEED EQ Credit 2 Schedule** 
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Case #2 - LEED EQ Credit 6.2 
Let’s say you want to measure quantity of individual comfort controls and compare that to occupancy 

rates for LEED EQ Credit 6.2, which requires you provide individual comfort controls for a minimum 50% 

of the building occupants.   

In this case you could embed an “Electrical Fixtures” Schedule into your space schedule and filter the 

electrical fixtures to only show your T-Stats.  And add a count to that.  In your host space schedule, you 

can group by zone and add a total to the “Number of People” column so that you can quickly check: 

1. The “Number of People” in the zone vs.  

2. The “T-Stat Count” in that zone. 

 

 
**LEED EQ Credit 6.2 Schedule** 

This should make it very quick and simple to verify whether or not 50% of the occupants have access to 

controls. 
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Case #3 - Design Verification 
Let’s say you wanted to check the calculated CFM for each space against what you have actually 

modeled (and thereby have shown on your documentation).  And let’s say you wanted to be able to look 

at that schedule and quickly see which spaces were off by more than an acceptable tolerance. 

Just add the “Calculated Supply Airflow” and the “Actual Supply Air Flow” fields to your schedule.  Then 

add a calculated value for the “Supply Airflow Percentage”.  Which would be: 

((Actual Supply Airflow / Calculated Supply Airflow)*100) 

Then add a “Conditional Format” to the supply airflow percentage column and test for values that are “Not 

Between” 110 and 90.  This will give us a plus or minus 10% allowance and highlight any space that is 

getting more than 110% or less than 90% of the calculated air flow.  Now with a quick glance you can see 

which spaces require more design attention. 

   
**Actual CFM vs. Calculated CFM** 
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